“Using UNIFI keeps us
organized and on top of
our projects.”
-Tasha Nobles,
Designer

DAHLIN is a globally recognized, diverse architecture, planning,
and interior firm with over 180 employees from all over the world.
Serving developers, municipalities, and private clients, DAHLIN
has offices throughout the Western United States and two offices
in China, that strive together towards their shared motto of,
“Passion for place”. Through their four core values of placemaking,
a legacy of design, commitment, and culture, DAHLIN successfully
creates places that promote human fulfillment and well-being. As
a result, they’ve earned several accolades which include, “Best of
American Living Awards” and the “Best Designs for Social Good”,
in addition to countless others throughout the years. A few of
their many outstanding projects include Downtown Kenmore,
Washington, The Blue Bay Golf Clubhouse in China, and the
Grand MetroPark Hotel in China.

Challenge
As word of DAHLIN's immaculate designs began to spread, the
demand for their services rapidly increased. Due to their booming
success, they began to experience some growing pains around
accessing and finding their clients’ catalogs of content on their
internal servers. Finding the content they needed started taking an
outsized chunk of time in their designer’s day, which resulted in
frustration, as maintaining the highest possible velocity in their
projects is a priority. The lack of a dedicated BIM Manager to own
the effort required to organize their BIM content for consistency
and quick accessibility further complicated things. As a result, the
DAHLIN team became determined to find a solution to solve their
problem that was user-friendly and easy to implement and learn.

At A Glance...
DAHLIN is a globally recognized, diverse
architecture, planning, and interiors firm
with over 180 employees from all over
the world. Serving developers,
municipalities, and private clients,
DAHLIN has offices throughout the
Western United States and two offices in
China. Having no BIM Manager
[p']]1made it hard for DAHLIN to keep
content organized. The DAHLIN team was
blown away at UNIFI Labs' features and
the “happy to help” attitude from the
customer success team.

"We save a lot of time
with UNIFI and now
have the confidence
of knowing the
content we're using is
compliant with
company standards."
- Tasha Nobles,
Designer

Solution
The DAHLIN team was fresh in their search and
committed to finding the best solution when they
came across UNIFI. During the initial trial and
sales process, the DAHLIN team was blown away
at the UNIFI platform’s features and the “happy to
help” attitude from the customer success team.
UNIFI did not just solve their content findability
problems, it also made other daily tasks easier to
complete more quickly . An added bonus was that
UNIFI’s powerful platform could be used outside
of their BIM team to store other media content,
meaning DAHLIN'S marketing team was also able
to receive value.
Can’t Find What You’re Looking For?
UNIFI’s Robust Search Abilities Can Help:
UNIFI’s search capabilities are what sold
DAHLIN on UNIFI. The ability to filter searches,
view preview images of the content, and save
searches was outstanding to them. Not only
could they find what they were looking for
much more quickly, but as Tasha Nobles,
Designer at DAHLIN stated, “UNIFI saves
DAHLIN immense time by providing the ability
to preview content to ensure that it is the
content they were looking for.”
Any Requests? Feel Free To Submit Them:
The content request feature was also a huge hit
for DAHLIN team as it gave their designers a
place to ask for what they need in a formal
submittal process, and it also continued the
trend of increased organization within DAHLIN's
content ecosystem. UNIFI provided DAHLIN
with the software they needed to stay
organized and on track with projects in a timely
fashion, rather than losing track of content
requests through email.

An ‘Easy Button’ for BIM Implementing UNIFI
was a breeze, even without having a dedicated
BIM Manager. Tasha Nobles, a designer at
DAHLIN, stepped up to the plate and helped
partner with UNIFI’s Customer Success team
on the implementation process. In
collaboration with Tasha, , UNIFI’s Customer
Success team helped by creating an in-depth,
step-by-step onboarding plan to guide DAHLIN
in getting UNIFI up and running. They were a
dedicated partner to Tasha, enabling DAHLIN
to organize their content on the platform,
which increased the time efficiency of their
design process within one month.

Wrap Up
DAHLIN is extremely unusual in implementing
UNIFI without a BIM Manager, but they are not the
only organization that is extremely happy with
UNIFI. UNIFI has an ample list including top AECO
organizations like Stantec, Kimley Horn, HDR,
Chick-Fil-A, and more. With over 40,000 plus
global users the number speaks for itself.
Interested in how UNIFI could help your
organization? Try it free by visiting us at
unifilabs.com
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ABOUT UNIFI:
UNIFI is the single source cloud platform to control, manage, and analyze digital building content.
UNIFI Content Management supports all file formats – Revit, Bentley, SketchUp, AutoCAD, jpg, xls, doc –
enabling any file to be stored, accessed and managed on UNIFI. Trusted, high quality manufacturer content
hosted on UNIFI Connect easily integrates into the existing libraries and models of designers and specifiers.
UNIFI Insights provides actionable analytics to maximize the investment in digital content. Learn why leading
architectural, engineering, construction and manufacturing organizations trust UNIFI as the complete solution
for their digital content needs at www.unifilabs.com or contact us at 702.834.5525

